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Abstract. In this paper, we propose an incremental parallel support
vector machines (SVM) training with stochastic gradient descent (SGD)
for dealing with the very large number of images and large-scale multi-
class on standard personal computers (PCs). The two-class SVM-SGD
algorithm is extended in several ways to develop the new incremental
parallel multi-class SVM-SGD in large-scale classifications. We propose
the balanced batch SGD of SVM (BBatch-SVM-SGD) for trainning two-
class classifiers used in the one-versus-all strategy of the multi-class prob-
lems and the incremental training process of classifiers in parallel way on
multi-core computers. The numerical test results on ImageNet datasets
show that our algorithm is efficient compared to the state-of-the-art
linear SVM classifiers in terms of training time, correctness and memory
requirements.

Keywords: Large-scale multi-class image classification · Incremental
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1 Introduction

The classification of images is one of the most important research topics in com-
puter vision and machine learning. The purpose of the image classification is
to automatically assign predefined categories to images. Its applications include
handwriting character recognition, zip code recognition for postal mail sorting,
numeric entries in forms filled up by hand, fingerprint recognition, face recogni-
tion, auto-tagging images and so on. The image classification task involves the
main steps as follows: extracting features and building code-book, training clas-
sifiers. The popular systems of image classification (first publications [1,2]) for
representing images use the Scale-Invariant Feature Transform method (SIFT
[3,4]), the Bag-of-visual-Words representation model (BoW). The SIFT algo-
rithm is to detect and describe local features in images which are invariant to
image scale, rotation and also robust to changes in illumination, noise, occlusion.
And then, k-means algorithm [5] performs the clustering task on descriptors to
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form visual words from the local descriptors. The representation of the image for
classification is the bag-of-words is constructed from the counting of the occur-
rence of words in a histogram like fashion. The step of the feature extraction and
the BoW representation leads to datasets with very large number of dimensions
(e.g. thousands of dimensions). The SVM algorithms [6] are suited for deal-
ing with very-high-dimensional datasets. In spite of the accurate classification
models, SVMs are not favorable to handle the challenge of large datasets. SVM
solutions are obtained from quadratic programming, so that the computational
cost [7] is at least square of the number of training datapoints and the memory
requirement making SVM impractical.

The effective heuristics to improve SVM learning task are to divide the orig-
inal QP into series of small problems [7,8]. Incremental learning [9–12] try to
update solutions in growing training set. The other techniques include paral-
lel and distributed learning on PC network [13,14], on graphics processing units
[15] or choosing active set [16–18] for learning, ensemble-based [19], local learning
[20–22], using the stochastic gradient descent for large scale linear SVM solvers
[23–27]. However, these proposed algorithms are difficult to deal with large-scale
multi-class image datasets on PCs (e.g. Caltech with 101 classes [28], Caltech
with 256 classes [29] having hundreds of classes, and ImageNet dataset [30] with
more than 14 million images in 21,841 classes). It yields huge classification chal-
lenges of very-high-dimensional and large-scale multi-class image datasets. For
scaling-up the training in practice, the data is first transformed by a nonlinear
mapping induced by a particular kernel and then the efficient linear classifiers
are trained on the mapping space [30]. Furthermore, the comparative study in
[31] shows that the training of a linear SVM is about 600 times faster than the
training of a non-linear one with the same accuracy.

This challenge motivates us to study an efficient incremental linear SVM
training for dealing with the very large number of images and large-scale multi-
class on standard personal computers (PCs). We propose the extensions of the
stochastic gradient descend (SGD [23,24]) for two-class SVM to develop the new
incremental parallel multi-class SVM-SGD for efficiently classifying large image
datasets into many classes. Our contributions include:

1. the balanced batch stochastic gradient descend of support vector machine
(BBatch-SVM-SGD) for very large number of classes,

2. the incremental training process of classifiers in parallel way on multi-core
computers.

The numerical test results on ImageNet datasets [30] show that our algorithm
is efficient compared to the state-of-the-art linear SVM classifiers in terms of
training time, correctness and memory requirements.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly presents
the SGD algorithm for two-class SVM problems. Section 3 describes how to
extend the two-class SVM-SGD to develop the new incremental parallel multi-
class SVM-SGD for efficiently classifying large image datasets into many classes.
Section 4 presents evaluation results, before the conclusions and future work in
Sect. 5.
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2 Stochastic Gradient Descent for Binary Classification
of Support Vector Machines

2.1 Support Vector Machines for Binary Classification

Let us consider a linear binary classification task, as depicted in Fig. 1. The
dataset D consists of m datapoints {x1, x2, . . . , xm} in the n-dimensional input
space Rn, having corresponding labels {y1, y2, . . . , ym} being ±1. For this clas-
sification problem, the SVM algorithms [6] try to find the best separating plane
(denoted by the normal vector w ∈ Rn and the scalar b ∈ R), i.e. furthest
from both class +1 and class −1. It is accomplished through the maximization
of the margin (or the distance) between the supporting planes for each class
(x.w − b = +1 for class +1, x.w − b = −1 for class −1). The margin between
these supporting planes is 2/‖w‖ (where ‖w‖ is the 2-norm of the vector w).
Any point xi falling on the wrong side of its supporting plane is considered to be
an error, its error distance denoted by zi ≥ 0. Therefore, SVM has to simultane-
ously maximize the margin and minimize the error. The standard SVM pursues
these goals with the quadratic programming (1).

min Ψ(w, b, z) =
1
2
‖w‖2 + C

m∑

i=1

zi

s.t. : yi(w.xi − b) + zi ≥ 1
zi ≥ 0 (1)

where the positive constant C is used to tune errors and margin size.
The plane (w, b) is obtained by solving the quadratic programming (1). Then,

the classification of a new datapoint x based on the plane is:

predict(x) = sign(w.x − b) (2)

Fig. 1. Linear separation of the datapoints into two classes
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SVM can use some kernel functions (e.g. a polynomial function of degree
d or a Radial Basis Function) for dealing with non-linear classification tasks.
More details about SVM and others kernel-based learning methods can be found
in [32].

The study in [7] illustrated that the computational cost requirements of the
SVM solutions in (1) are at least O(m2) (where m is the number of training
datapoints), making standard SVM intractable for large datasets.

2.2 Stochastic Gradient Descent for Binary Classification of SVM

We can reformulate the SVM problem in quadratic programming (1) in an uncon-
straint problem. We can ignore the bias b without generality loss. The constraints
yi(w.xi) + zi ≥ 1 in (1) are rewritten as follows:

zi ≥ 1 − yi(w.xi) (3)

The constraints (3) and zi ≥ 0 are rewritten by the hinge loss function:

zi = max{0, 1 − yi(w.xi)} = L(w, [xi, yi]) (4)

Substituting for zi = L(w, [xi, yi]) from the constraint in terms of w into the
objective function Ψ of the quadratic programming (1) yields an unconstrained
problem (5):

min Ψ(w, [x, y]) =
λ

2
‖w‖2 +

1
m

m∑

i=1

L(w, [xi, yi]) (5)

And then, [23,24] proposed the stochastic gradient descent method to
solve the unconstrained problem (5). The stochastic gradient descent for SVM
(denoted by SVM-SGD) updates w on T epochs with a learning rate η. For
each epoch t, the SVM-SGD uses a single randomly received datapoint (xi, yi)
to compute the sub-gradient ∇tΨ(w, [xi, yi]) and update wt+1 as follows:

wt+1 = wt − ηt∇tΨ(w, [xt, yt]) = wt − ηt(λwt + ∇tL(w, [xt, yt])) (6)

∇tL(w, [xt, yt]) = ∇tmax{0, 1 − yt(w.xt)} =

{−ytxt if yt(w.xt) < 1
0 otherwise

(7)

The SVM-SGD using the update rule (6) is described in Algorithm 1.
As mentioned in [23,24], the SVM-SGD algorithm quickly converges to the

optimal solution due to the fact that the unconstrained problem (5) is convex
optimization problems on very large datasets. The algorithmic complexity of
SVM-SGD is linear with the number of datapoints. An example of its effective-
ness is given with the classification into two classes of 780 000 datapoints in
470000-dimensional input space in 2 s on a PC and the test accuracy is similar
to standard SVM.
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Algorithm 1. SVM-SGD algorithm for binary classification
input :

training dataset D
positive constant λ > 0
number of epochs T

output:
hyperplane w

1 begin
2 init w1 = 0
3 for t ← 1 to T do
4 randomly pick a datapoint [xt, yt] from training dataset D
5 set ηt = 1

λt

6 if (yi(wt.xi) < 1) then
7 wt+1 = wt − ηt(λwt − yixi)
8 else
9 wt+1 = wt − ηtλwt

10 end

11 end
12 return wt+1

13 end

3 Incremental Parallel SVM-SGD for Large-Scale
Multi-class

The original SVM algorithms are only able to deal with two-class problems.
There are several extensions of a two-class SVM solver for multi-class (c classes,
c ≥ 3) classification tasks. The state-of-the-art multi-class SVMs are categorized
into two types of approaches. The first one is to consider the multi-class problem
in an optimization problem [33–35]. The second one is to decompose multi-class
into a series of binary SVMs, including one-versus-all [6], one-versus-one [36],
Decision Directed Acyclic Graph and hierarchical methods for multi-class SVM
[37–39] (hierarchically partitioning the data into two subsets).

In practice, the most popular methods are One-Versus-All (ref. LIBLINEAR
[40]), One-Versus-One (ref. LibSVM [41]) and are due to their simplicity. The
One-Versus-All strategy builds c different binary SVM models where the ith

one separates the ith class from the rest, illustrated in Fig. 2. The One-Versus-
One strategy constructs c(c1)/2 binary SVM models for all the binary pairwise
combinations of the c classes, illustrated in Fig. 3. The class is then predicted
with the largest distance vote.

When dealing with very large number of classes, e.g. c = 1, 000 classes,
the one-versus-one strategy is too expensive because it needs training 499, 500
of binary classifiers and using them in the classification (compared to 1, 000
binary models learned by the one-versus-all strategy). Therefore, the one-versus-
all strategy is suited for this case. And then, our multi-class SVM-SGD algorithm
also use the one-versus-all approach to train independently c binary classifiers.
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Fig. 2. Multi-class SVM (One-Versus-All)
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Fig. 3. Multi-class SVM (One-Versus-One)

Therefore, the multi-class SVM-SGD algorithm using one-versus-all leads to the
two problems:

1. the SVM-SGD algorithm deals with the imbalanced datasets for building
binary classifiers,
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2. the SVM-SGD algorithm also takes very long time to train very large number
of binary classifiers in sequential mode using a single processor,

3. furthermore, loading the whole large training dataset into memory requires
very large memory capacity.

Due to these problems, we propose three ways for creating the new incremen-
tal parallel multi-class SVM-SGD algorithm (denoted by Incr-Par-MC-SVM-
SGD) being able to handle the very large number of datapoints and large-scale
multi-class on standard personal computers (PCs) in the high speed. The first
one is to build balanced batch binary classifiers with under-sampling strategy.
The second one is to parallelize the training task of all binary classifiers with
several multi-core machines. The last one is the incremental learning of parallel
multi-class SVM-SGD that avoids loading the whole large training dataset into
memory.

3.1 Balanced Batch of Binary SVM-SGD Classifier

In the one-versus-all approach, the learning task of binary SVM-SGD classifier
is try to separate the ith class (positive class) from the c − 1 others classes
(negative class). For very large number of classes, this leads to the extreme
unbalance between the positive and the negative class. The problem of binary
SVM-SGD comes from line 4 of Algorithm 1. Let us consider a classification
problem with 1, 000 classes, the probability for a positive datapoint sampled is
very small (about 0.001) compared with the large chance for a negative datapoint
sampled (e.g. 0.999). And then, the binary SVM-SGD classifier focuses mostly
on the errors produced by the negative datapoints. Therefore, the binary SVM-
SGD classifier has difficulty to separate the positive class from the negative class,
well-known as the class imbalance problems.

The survey papers [42–44] present the solutions for dealing with the imbal-
anced data. At the data level, the algorithms change the class distribution,
including over-sampling the minority class [45] or under-sampling the major-
ity class [46,47]. The algorithmic approaches [48–50] are to re-balance the error
rate by weighting each type of error with the corresponding cost.

Our balanced batch of binary SVM-SGD (denoted by BBatch-SVM-SGD)
belongs to the first approach. For separating the ith class (positive class) from
the rest (negative class), the class prior probabilities in this context are highly
unequal (e.g. the distribution of the positive class is 0.1% in the 1, 000 classes
classification problem), and then over-sampling the minority class is very expen-
sive. We propose the BBatch-SVM-SGD algorithm using under-sampling the
majority class (negative class). The training dataset D consists of the positive
class D+ (|D+| is the cardinality of the positive class) and the negative class D−
(|D−| is the cardinality of the positive class). Our modification of Algorithm 1
is to use a balanced batch (instead of a datapoint at line 4 of Algorithm 1) to
update the w at epoch t. The balanced batch (denoted by BB) includes a dat-

apoint randomly sampling from the positive class D+ and k
√

|D−|
|D+| datapoints

sampling without replacement from the negative class D−. As illustrated by
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[51,52], SGD with a such mini-batch setting can asymptotically achieve optimal
speed-up with the average sub-gradients for updating the predictor. Therefore,
the updating rule (lines 6–10 of Algorithm 1) uses the average hinge loss on
datapoints in the balanced batch BB and then the classifier is the tail averaged
w̄t on all wt. The BBatch-SVM-SGD in Algorithm 2 is to separate the ith class
(positive class) from the rest (negative class).

Algorithm 2. Training balanced batch of binary SVM-SGD classifier used
in the one-versus-all approach of large-scale multi-class SVM
input :

training data of the positive class D+

training data of the negative class D−
positive constant λ > 0
number of epochs T

output:
hyperplane w

1 begin
2 init w1 = 0
3 for t ← 1 to T do
4 creating a balanced batch BBt by sampling without replacement D′

−

from dataset D− (with |D′
−| = k

√
|D−|
|D+| ) and a datapoint from dataset

D+

5 set ηt = 1
λt

6 BBk = {[xi, yi] ∈ BBt : yi(wt.xi) < 1}
7 wt+1 = (1 − ηtλ)wt + ηt

|BBt|
∑

[xi,yi]∈BBk
yixi

8 end

9 return w̄t = 2
T

∑T
t=� T

2 �+1
wt

10 end

3.2 Parallel Training of BBatch-SVM-SGD

Although BBatch-SVM-SGD classifies very large dataset with high speed, but it
does not take the benefits of high performance computing. Furthermore, BBatch-
SVM-SGD independently trains c binary classifiers for c classes in multi-class
SVM. This is a nice property for parallel learning. The main idea is to learn
c binary classifiers in parallel to speedup training tasks of multi-class SVM-
SGD. The simplest development of parallel BBatch-SVM-SGD described in
Algorithm 3 is based on the shared memory multiprocessing programming model
OpenMP on multi-core computers.

The parallel training algorithm of multi-class SVM-SGD (denoted by Par-
MC-SVM-SGD) uses Algorithms 2 and 3 for handling large-scale multi-class
datasets.
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Algorithm 3. Parallel training of BBatch-SVM-SGD in the one-versus-all
approach of large-scale multi-class SVM
input : D the training dataset with c classes
output: SVM-SGD model

1 Learning:
2 #pragma omp parallel for
3 for ci ← 1 to c do /* class ci */

4 training BBatch-SVM-SGD(ci − vs − all)
5 end

3.3 Incremental Training of Multi-class SVM-SGD in Parallel

The Par-MC-SVM-SGD algorithm needs loading whole dataset in the memory
to train the classification models. For very large-scale multi-class datasets such
as ImageNet [30] with more than 14 million images and 21, 841 classes, the
Par-MC-SVM-SGD algorithm requires at least 350 GB RAM. Any classification
algorithm has some difficulties to deal with the challenge of large datasets.
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Fig. 4. Number of epochs for MC-SVM-SGD training at block Db

The incremental training of Par-MC-SVM-SGD (called Incr-Par-MC-SVM-
SGD) avoids loading the whole large dataset in main memory: only subsets of
the data are considered at any one time and update the solution in growing
training set. Let us consider a very large dataset D decomposed into B small
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blocks of rows, {D1,D2, . . . , DB}. For beginning, the Incr-Par-MC-SVM-SGD
loads D1 to learn a multi-class model mc-svm-sgd1 with the Par-MC-SVM-
SGD. At step b, the Incr-Par-MC-SVM-SGD uses Db and datapoints in Db−1

near from separating boundary (ref. to mc-svm-sgdb−1) to train a multi-class
model mc-svm-sgdb with the Par-MC-SVM-SGD. We remark that the Incr-Par-
MC-SVM-SGD aims at updating the previous model mc-svm-sgdb−1 in growing
training set. Hence, the Incr-Par-MC-SVM-SGD trains the model at the next
step with the number of epochs getting decreased (for example in Fig. 4). The
last model mc-svm-sgdB is the final multi-class classifier.

Algorithm 4. Incremental training of Par-MC-SVM-SGD
input :

training data D = {D1, D2, . . . , DB}
positive constant λ > 0
number of epochs T

output:
MC-SVM-SGD model

1 begin
2 init mc-svm-sgd1 = Par-MC-SVM-SGD(D1, λ, T )
3 for b ← 2 to B do
4 training sample Sb includes Db and datapoints in Db−1 near from

separating boundary (ref. to mc-svm-sgdb−1)
5 mc-svm-sgdb = Par-MC-SVM-SGD(Sb, λ, T [ b+1

b+2
]b−1)

6 end
7 return mc-svm-sgdB

8 end

4 Evaluation

In order to evaluate the performance of the new incremental parallel multi-class
SVM-SGD (Incr-Par-MC-SVM-SGD) algorithm for classifying large amounts of
images into many classes, we have implemented the Incr-Par-MC-SVM-SGD
and the Par-MC-SVM-SGD (batch version loading whole dataset in the mem-
ory) in C/C++ using the SGD library [24]. We are interested in two recent
algorithms, LIBLINEAR (a library for large linear classification [40], the par-
allel version on multi-core computers) and OCAS (an optimized cutting plane
algorithm for SVM [53]) because they are well-known as highly efficient standard
linear SVM. Our comparison is reported in terms of correctness, training time
and memory requirements obtained by Incr-Par-MC-SVM-SGD, Par-MC-SVM-
SGD, LIBLINEAR and OCAS.

All experiments are run on machine Linux Fedora 20, Intel(R) Core i7-4790
CPU, 3.6 GHz, 4 cores and 32 GB main memory.
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4.1 Datasets

The Incr-Par-MC-SVM-SGD algorithm is designed for the large number of
images with many classes, so we have evaluated its performance on the three
following datasets.

ImageNet 10. This dataset contains the 10 largest classes from ImageNet [30],
including 24,807 images with size 2.4 GB. In each class, we sample 90 % images
for training and 10 % images for testing (with random guess 10 %). First, we
construct BoW of every image using dense SIFT descriptor (extracting SIFT on
a dense grid of locations at a fixed scale and orientation) and 5,000 codewords.
Then, we use feature mapping from [54] to get the high-dimensional image rep-
resentation in 15,000 dimensions. This feature mapping has been proven to give
a good image classification performance with linear classifiers [54]. We end up
with 2.6 GB of training data.

ImageNet 100. This dataset consists of the 100 largest classes from ImageNet
[30], including 183,116 images with size 23.6 GB. In each class, we sample 50 %
images for training and 50 % images for testing (with random guess 1 %). We also
construct BoW of every image using dense SIFT descriptor and 5,000 codewords.
For feature mapping, we use the same method as we do with ImageNet 10. The
final size of training data is 8 GB.

ILSVRC 2010. This dataset contains 1,000 classes from ImageNet [30], includ-
ing 1.2 million images (∼ 126 GB) for training, 50 thousand images (∼ 5.3 GB)
for validation and 150 thousand images (∼ 16 GB) for testing. We use BoW
feature set provided by [30] and the method reported in [55] to encode every
image as a vector in 21,000 dimensions. We take roughly 900 images per class
for training dataset, so the total training images is 887,816 and the training data
size is about 12.5 GB. All testing samples are used to test SVM models. Note
that the random guess performance of this dataset is 0.1 %.

4.2 Parameters

The positive constant C = 1, 000, 000 (a trade-off between the margin size and
the errors in learning SVM algorithms, the same tuning in [12,26,27]) was used
in LIBLINEAR and OCAS to train classification models.

Our Incr-Par-MC-SVM-SGD and Par-MC-SVM-SGD algorithms learn the
balanced batch stochastic gradient descend of SVM (BBatch-SVM-SGD) with
T = 50 epochs and regularization term λ = 0.00002. Furthermore, the Incr-
Par-MC-SVM-SGD loads in the main memory the small blocks of rows (instead
of the whole dataset) to learn the classification model in incremental way. The
large-scale multi-class dataset should be split into the small enough blocks of
rows (∼ 10 % – 20 % of the full datasets for a compromise the classification
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accuracy and the main memory usage). And then, the block sizes of ImageNet 10,
ImageNet 100 and ILSVRC 2010 datasets are set to 2, 000, 15, 000 and 200, 000,
respectively.

Due to the PC (Intel(R) Core i7-4790 CPU, 4 cores) used in the experimental
setup, we try to vary the number of OpenMP threads (1, 4, 8 threads) for all
training tasks.

4.3 Classificaton Results

Firstly, we are interested in the performance comparison in terms of training
time, memory usage and accuracy.

Memory Usage. The main memory usage of training algorithms is presented
in Table 1 and Fig. 5. As it was expected, the Incr-Par-MC-SVM-SGD uses less
memory than other algorithms.

Regarding the comparison of the Incr-Par-MC-SVM-SGD with OCAS, one
can see that the gains of main memory requirements ensured by the Incr-Par-
MC-SVM-SGD against OCAS are 86.66 %, 81.65 % and 90.04 % for ImageNet
10, ImageNet 100 and ILSVRC 2010, respectively.

The improvements of main memory used by the Incr-Par-MC-SVM-SGD
against LIBLINEAR correspond to 89.14 %, 87.05 % and 68.72 % for ImageNet
10, ImageNet 100 and ILSVRC 2010.

In the comparison with the Par-MC-SVM-SGD (batch version loading whole
dataset in the memory), the Incr-Par-MC-SVM-SGD saves up 89.14 %, 84.80 %
and 69.71 % main memory for ImageNet 10, ImageNet 100 and ILSVRC 2010,
respectively.

Table 1. Memory usage (GB) of training algorithms

Dataset ImageNet ImageNet ILSVRC

10 100 2010

OCAS 2.55 7.90 52.90

LIBLINEAR 3.13 11.20 16.90

Par-MC-SVM-SGD 3.13 9.54 17.40

Incr-Par-MC-SVM-SGD 0.34 1.45 5.27

Training Time. Table 2 and Fig. 6 present the training time of algorithms
for ImageNet 10 (the small multi-class dataset). The Incr-Par-MC-SVM-SGD
with 8 OpenMP threads is 82.05 times faster than OCAS (running on 1 core)
and slight faster than LIBLINEAR (with 8 OpenMP threads). As mentioned in
Algorithm 4, the Incr-Par-MC-SVM-SGD needs learning the datapoints near
from separating boundary more than the Par-MC-SVM-SGD. The Par-MC-
SVM-SGD performs 2 times faster than the Incr-Par-MC-SVM-SGD.
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Fig. 5. Memory usage (GB) of training algorithms

The training time of algorithms on ImageNet 100 presented in Table 3 and
Fig. 8 show that the Incr-Par-MC-SVM-SGD achieves a significant speed-up in
learning process using 8 OpenMP threads. It is 74.62 times faster than OCAS
and 2.22 times faster than LIBLINEAR. Once again, the Par-MC-SVM-SGD is
2 times faster than the Incr-Par-MC-SVM-SGD.

ILSVRC 2010 has large amount of images (more than 1 million images)
and very large number of classes (1,000 classes). Therefore, OCAS has not fin-
ished the learning task in several days. LIBLINEAR with 8 OpenMP threads
takes 1,004.00 min to train the classification model for this dataset. Our Incr-
Par-MC-SVM-SGD algorithm performs the learning task in 50.35 min with 8

Table 2. Training time (minutes) on ImageNet 10

Algorithm # OpenMP threads

1 4 8

OCAS 106.67

LIBLINEAR 3.12 1.50 1.48

Par-MC-SVM-SGD 1.85 0.67 0.66

Incr-Par-MC-SVM-SGD 3.86 1.37 1.30
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Fig. 6. Training time (minutes) on ImageNet 10

Table 3. Training time (minutes) on ImageNet 100

Algorithm # OpenMP threads

1 4 8

OCAS 1016.35

LIBLINEAR 63.42 30.49 30.18

Par-MC-SVM-SGD 24.66 7.03 6.91

Incr-Par-MC-SVM-SGD 47.09 14.86 13.62

OpenMP threads. This indicates that the Incr-Par-MC-SVM-SGD is 19.94 times
faster than LIBLINEAR. The Incr-Par-MC-SVM-SGD needs 5.5 min more than
the Par-MC-SVM-SGD for the learning task (Fig. 7).

Due to Intel(R) i7-4790 processor (4 cores), almost parallel algorithms using
8 threads can not improve much the training time against the 4 threads setting
(Table 4).

Classification accuracy. The classification results in terms of accuracy pre-
sented in Table 5 and Fig. 9 show that the training of the Incr-Par-MC-SVM-SGD
in incremental way has very few compromise the correctness, compared to its
batch training of the Par-MC-SVM-SGD.
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Fig. 7. Training time (minutes) on ImageNet 100

Table 4. Training time (minutes) on ILSVRC 2010

Algorithm # OpenMP threads

1 4 8

OCAS N/A

LIBLINEAR 3106.48 1037.00 1004.00

Par-MC-SVM-SGD 188.70 51.79 44.85

Incr-Par-MC-SVM-SGD 206.68 61.98 50.35

The Incr-Par-MC-SVM-SGD is more accurate than OCAS on ImageNet 10
while making more classification mistakes than OCAS on ImageNet 100. The
Incr-Par-MC-SVM-SGD also achieves very competitive performances compared
to Par-MC-SVM-SGD and LIBLINEAR on ImageNet 10 and ImageNet 100.

ILSVRC 2010 is a large dataset (with more than 1 million images and
1,000 classes). Thus, it is very difficult for many state-of-the-art algorithms to
obtain a high rate in classification performance. In particular, with the feature
set provided by ILSVRC 2010 competition the state-of-the-art system [30,56]
reports an accuracy of approximately 19 % (it is far above random guess, 0.1 %).
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Fig. 8. Training time (minutes) on ILSVRC 2010

Our Incr-Par-MC-SVM-SGD algorithm gives a higher accuracy rate than [30,56]
with the same feature set (21.19 % vs. 19 %). The Incr-Par-MC-SVM-SGD holds
the rank 2 after the Par-MC-SVM-SGD. Note that the Incr-Par-MC-SVM-SGD
learns much faster than LIBLINEAR while maintaining a high correctness rate.
These results show that our Incr-Par-MC-SVM-SGD has a great ability to scale-
up to full ImageNet dataset.

Table 5. Overall classification accuracy (%)

Dataset ImageNet ImageNet ILSVRC

10 100 2010

OCAS 72.07 52.75 N/A

LIBLINEAR 75.09 54.07 21.11

Par-MC-SVM-SGD 75.33 53.60 21.90

Incr-Par-MC-SVM-SGD 74.16 51.98 21.19
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5 Conclusion and Future Works

We have presented the new incremental parallel multi-class SVM-SGD that
achieves high performances for dealing with large amounts of images and large-
scale multi-class on PCs. The balanced batch SGD of SVM (BBatch-SVM-SGD)
is proposed for trainning two-class classifiers used in the multi-class problems.
The incremental training process of classifiers in parallel way on multi-core com-
puters is also developped for efficiently classifying large image datasets into very
large number of classes. Our algorithm is evaluated on the 10, 100 and 1,000
largest classes of ImageNet datasets. The incremental algorithm saves up from
68.72 % to 90.04 % main memory usage while achieving significant low cost in
terms of training time without (or very few) compromise the classification accu-
racy. It is able to handle in high-speed training the dataset larger than the
memory capacity of PCs.

In the future, we will provide more empirical test on full ImageNet dataset
with 21, 000 classes. We also intend to develop distributed MC-SVM-SGD algo-
rithms for efficiently dealing with large scale multi-class problems on Spark [57].
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